
Spelling Bee’s Connect the Words
Words with long /a/ spelt ‘ei’

Draw lines from the long /a/ spelt ‘ei’ word to the sentence that is 
missing that word. 

eight
There were                  children facing the teacher 
in the school assembly hall.

eighth
Mum loved her new coat because it was                 , 
which is her favourite colour.

eighty Blood travels through your                 .

weight
John had four sweets and Junaid had four 
sweets. Altogether they had                  sweets.

neighbour The bride wore a                  on her wedding day.

veins
The                  travelled over the 
glistening snow.

veil
He felt like a                  had been lifted off 
his shoulders.

beige
My next door                    is the person who 
lives in the house next to mine.

sleigh
The                  train rolled along the track 
carrying a heavy load.

freight
Even though he came                  in the race, he 
felt elated as it was out of two hundred people!
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Spelling Bee’s Connect the Words
Words with long /a/ spelt ‘ei’ Answers

Draw lines from the long /a/ spelt ‘ei’ word to the sentence that is 
missing that word. 

eight
There were eighty children facing the teacher in 
the school assembly hall.

eighth
Mum loved her new coat because it was beige, 
which is her favourite colour.

eighty Blood travels through your veins.

weight
John had four sweets and Junaid had four 
sweets. Altogether they had eight sweets.

neighbour The bride wore a veil on her wedding day.

veins The sleigh travelled over the glistening snow.

veil
He felt like a weight had been lifted off 
his shoulders.

beige
My next door neighbour is the person who lives 
in the house next to mine.

sleigh
The freight train rolled along the track carrying 
a heavy load.

freight
Even though he came eighth in the race, he felt 
elated as it was out of two hundred people!
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